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PETER MAIR / SUBMISSION TO: 

ACT INDEPENDENT COMPETITION AND REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 

FUNDING RACING IN THE ACT 
 

Over the past 15 years little if any progress has been made to reorient the racing gambling 
industry nationally so its conduct is more properly aligned with the interests of punter-
consumers and less with the unbridled commercial interests of racing industry participants 
and apparently captive politicians inexplicably beholden to racing-participant interests across 
the states (but, hopefully, not the Territories). 

I welcome this inquiry and the opportunity it presents for a public policy body to make 
transparent the prevailing misallocation of public funds to racing across the nation and to then 
propose a different funding framework. The responsibility to do so weighs more heavily in 
the wake of both the blind-eye turned by other state and federal governments to the findings 
of the Productivity Commission and the continuing challenge to the operations of Betfair 
which reformers saw as a driver of competition for the racing dollar that would gradually put 
pressure on the states to confront their bloated local racing industries.  

A sound funding framework 

A sound framework for funding the racing industry nationally has now been set down by the 
Productivity Commission in the 2010 report of its inquiry into gambling. Ahead of that my 
sequential submissions to racing industry inquiries eventually proposed an essentially similar 
end-point nominated as ‘the 5% rule’. [See in particular page 5ff of my submission to the 
2008 NSW ‘Cameron’ inquiry titled, ‘getting the big decisions right’.] 

In a context of studied official disregard, across the board, for the preference of the 
Productivity Commission for a coordinated national approach to racing funding, I suggest 
that a ’5% rule’ may have particular relevance to the appropriate findings which the ICRC 
may make about the funding of racing in the ACT. 

A 5% rule would, in essence, provide for the funding of racing in the ACT (or anywhere else) 
based on a 5% share of the total national TAB turnover on the races run in the ACT: 
importantly, the funding of racing in the ACT would reflect betting on ACT races placed with 
interstate TABs but it would no longer reflect the TAB-tax taken from betting with the 
ACTTAB on races run elsewhere. The principle behind this approach being that ACT racing 
should be sustainably self-sufficient on its own commercial merits – in short, are the taxes 
taken from punters betting on ACT racing nationally, sufficient to sustain it? 

In the current budget-framework for funding local racing, the annual ‘TAB’ payment would 
comprise the equivalent of 5% of all bets placed, on races run in the ACT, with any TAB 
nationally (or internationally). This budget funding would be additional to the proceeds of 
race-fields levies; race sponsorships and proceeds of on-course attendances and sales, 
including of broadcast rights, available to race clubs.  
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Under this arrangement, the ACT Government would retain the surplus proceeds of betting 
by ACT residents (and ACTTAB account holders) with ACTTAB on races run outside the 
ACT: the inevitable claims on this surplus, for additional ex-gratia payments to ACT racing, 
would most sensibly be considered in open public hearings by a ‘racing funding tribunal’ 
assessing the case before the claims being weighed, by the ACT Government, against 
competing claims from other private ACT interest-groups.   

[Note: The ‘5’ in the 5% rule simply copies the rough consensus already in place across the 
states giving the racing industry entitlements to funds earmarked from state TABs. As put in 
related presentations this customary 5% is fairly regarded as ‘excessive’ given the ‘far too 
much’ state of the racing industry nationally – applying the 5% rule would nonetheless 
expose the racing that would not even be viable with current excess entitlements. The 
expectation in due course is that competition from bookmakers (including Betfair) would 
further erode the position of TAB monopolies forcing a reduction from present take-outs 
averaging 17% +:  a medium term hope is that the 5% rule would become the 2.5% rule  for 
distributions to the industry from pari-mutuel betting pools.] 

 

Keeping ACTTAB competitive 

The eventual findings of the Commission (ICRC) will be the more effective, and more 
nationally relevant, the better protected is the competitive position of the ACTTAB: there is 
no point in having betting by ACT residents diverted to interstate TABs – especially if one 
objective is a national funding model.  

I trust the Commission will encourage the development of the ACTTAB – including funding 
the cost of improvements from the surplus TAB-tax collected over and above funding 
appropriations for local racing. That would be provocatively fair. 

[In the mid-1980s many punters located interstate had accounts with ACTTAB because it 
alone among TABs nationally offered popular exotic bets – quinellas, doubles etc – on all 
races.] 

 

Compromised integrity  

The material published by the ICRC alludes to opportunities for some punters (insiders) to 
exploit others (outsiders). 

Blatant cheating and race rigging is generally effectively discouraged by appropriately heavy 
penalties imposed when it is discovered. There are nonetheless insidiously profitable 
discretionary opportunities conducive to ‘connections’ deliberately running horses 
inconsistently -- not always on their merits – but plausibly explicably. More generally the 
racing industry encourages and condones a culture where ‘connections’ exploit undisclosed 
advantages over punters relying on published form guides. 

The issues about ‘inconsistency’ – making money from managing ‘better’ and ‘worse’ 
performances – are more contentious: it is a matter of ongoing and disturbing concern that the 
racing stewards nationally make no discernable effort to detect and penalize blatant 
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consistency offences associated with particular owners and trainers. One might be forgiven 
for thinking that stewards afraid to look back have taken the tip from Lot’s wife. 

Presumably as confidence builds about ratings-based handicapping, the internet publication 
of the official ‘raw’ ratings for all race performances will make it more likely that offenders 
will be brought to book. The case for hastening such progress would be underscored by 
targeting ‘statistical inference’ analysis of past performance ‘facts’, analysis newly intended 
to expose what appears in retrospect to have clearly been deliberately contrived  
inconsistency in ‘permitted’ race performances. 

For racing in the ACT, the invitation for ‘insiders’ to exploit ‘outsiders’ is probably more 
about the insiders withholding information that, if disclosed, would change other punters 
expectations of likely outcomes based on published form-guides. Such exploitation is widely 
regarded in the racing industry as ‘totally acceptable’ – it is even encouraged as a way to 
facilitate ‘owners’ recovering costs, from the losses of uninformed outsiders. This milking of 
TAB pools is managed by insiders only showing their better-informed hand at the death, 
betting very late on runners expected to win ‘unexpectedly’. These rorts can be observed on a 
daily basis across the nation – especially mid-week in low-grade, non-metropolitan racing 

The punters only defence is ‘buyer-beware’ avoidance of races susceptible to this practice – 
punters should refuse to bet at race meetings renowned for the smoking-in of late-firming, 
dark-horse favourites. 

Whatever, the mechanics of exposing the acceptance this practice are simple enough. The 
way is open to use the race-fields legislation to additionally require TABs to disclose, after 
each race, the differential loss rates on ‘small bets’ and ‘large bets’ with the split based on +/- 
$100. While there are good reasons for expecting punters betting ‘big’ to lose less than 
‘flutterers’ – the real concern would be if some punters placing large bets late were, on 
average, winning consistently (or losing consistently less than the outsiders). 

 

End piece 

I will make available to the Commission, as possibly relevant background, a selection of 
submission and papers presented on earlier occasions. This brief submission is mainly 
concerned with ‘funding’ and some related integrity issues which disguise the very different 
real contributions made to TAB taxes by insiders and outsiders. 

The one general request made elsewhere, but warranting reiteration, is for the Commission to 
discard the self-serving tripe routinely trotted out by an industry prone to overstating its 
‘economic contribution’ – the fact is that the resources devoted to producing product that ‘no 
one’ wants are simply being wasted and would make a greater economic contribution if more 
usefully deployed doing something else. 

 

Peter Mair  

31 December 2010 

 


